


How to Use The Chakra Balancing Meditation

Take a deep breath. Use the cover art as your guide to focus 
on one chakra at a time. There are approximately 7 seconds of 
silence between each keynote. 

Visit: StevenHalpern.com/ChakraSuiteMeditation 
to hear my voice guiding you through a short meditation.
Each chakra is associated with specific 

psychological and emotional characteristics, 
and can be resonated and stimulated by 
specific frequencies of sound. CHAKRA SUITE 
is based on the principles of resonance and 
entrainment. Playing the appropriate musical 
keynote and scale tones in a consecutive, 
ascending context, literally assists our 
“human instrument” to tune itself and entrain 
(synchronize) to a higher octave of well-being. Research 
indicates that we are genetically pre-programmed and hard 
wired to respond to tonal frequencies in this manner. 
By listening to CHAKRA SUITE once a day, you assure 
yourself of receiving the MMDR (Musical Minimum Daily 
Requirement) for “sound health.” 

35th Anniversary Edition: The Best of the Best

Every few years, a new generation of recording equipment 
becomes available. My recording engineer, Warren Dennis Kahn, 
and I were able to improve upon the exquisite beauty of the solo 
electric piano recorded with what was the state of the art analog 
or digital equipment at the time. To our delight, we “improved 
upon perfection.”  The sound became even more luminous, 
more transparent, more heart opening, with a warmth and 
3-dimensionality that took our breath away.

It was a sonic revelation, and an appropriate way to honor the 
integrity of the music on this 35th Anniversary Edition.

STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated, 
Billboard charting, multi-platinum selling 
recording artist, composer, producer, 
researcher, sound healer, and author.
Halpern is currently celebrating his 41st 
anniversary (1975-2016) as a founding father 
of New Age music, and his DEEP ALPHA was 
a 2012 Grammy® nominee. 
His atmospheric compositions pioneered a 
new genre of mindful meditation music with 
his first recording, CHAKRA SUITE.

“One of the 12 most influential artists of the past 20 years... 
Steven Halpern is the first and definitive New Age keyboardist.”

— Keyboard magazine, 1995 profile

Landmark brainwave biofeedback and aura photography research 
in 1973 documented that Halpern’s Non-Predictive™ mindful 
compositions were significantly more effective at evoking the listener’s 
relaxation response and alpha and theta brain states than most 
traditional classical music.
Steven’s relaxing and healing music is used worldwide in leading health 
and healing centers, corporate wellness programs, destination spas, 
schools and homes.

“Steven Halpern is a musical magician, a healer with sound. 
His music has helped millions experience transformative 
moments that lead to greater wholeness and happiness. 

— Larry Dossey, MD, Re-inventing Medicine

Visit Steven at: www.StevenHalpern.com to hear samples  
of his music, read his free monthly newsletter and much more.

See videos at: www.YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic
Friend him at: www.Facebook.com/StevenHalpernFanPage
Follow him on Twitter at: www.Twitter.com/StevenHalpern



The Ancient Roots of Sound Healing

For thousands of years, yogis, mystics and practitioners of 
traditional Chinese medicine have understood the importance 
of keeping the 7 chakras balanced and “in tune”. These neuro-
hormonal transducers are the vital energy centers of our electro-
magnetic anatomy. Chakra healing makes a wonderful addition 
to your healthy lifestyle, and will contribute to your optimum 
physical and spiritual well-being. 

The roots of sound healing go back long before “recorded” 
history. It was a highly developed science in ancient Egypt, India, 
China, Tibet and Greece. Musician/healers discovered how to 
stimulate the chakras with vocal sounds (mantras), metal and 
crystal “singing” bowls and other instruments.

The Birth of Modern Sound Healing

My explorations and research into sound healing were 
inspired by the teachings of Pythagoras and his Sound Mystery 
School, Edgar Cayce, Gurdjieff and Sufi master Hazrat Inayat 
Khan. These masters awakened my past-life memories involving 
the healing powers of music. I became consumed with a 
passion for learning everything I could about this field, and felt 
compelled to update this ancient healing art for use in the late 
20th and early 21st century.

This would prove to be a tremendous change from my earlier 
career as a successful jazz/rock trumpet and guitar player.  
On November 11, 1969, I landed in California for what was 
scheduled to be a two-week visit. Shortly thereafter, I had a 
peak experience and initiation into the ministry of healing 
music in a sacred redwood grove in the mountains above Santa 
Cruz.  It was truly a life-changing moment, and the music you 
hear on this recording was birthed that day. 
I understood immediately that composing this music was a 
co-creative process, which I discuss in more detail on my album 
Gifts of the Angels. I also learned that in order to become one 
with the music, I had to be attuned to a deeply meditative and 
peaceful place. 

That was the easy part. The hard part was assembling a 
research team to prove it’s unique benefits. Working with my 
mentors, including Itzhak Bentov, Stanley Krippner and Marcel 
Vogel, using their leading-edge biofeedback and Kirlian aura 
photography equipment, we measured the healing effects of 
my uniquely peaceful music. 

The positive results set the benchmark for biofeedback 
proof of the efficacy of sound healing on our health and 
consciousness. It was a landmark study in 1972, and it still 
stands as a landmark study today.

Chakras Enter the Mainstream

 In 1975, the concept and understanding of chakras had not 
yet entered the mainstream awareness.  The original title of 
this recording was CHAKRA SUITE, but my business advisors 
counseled me to choose SPECTRUM SUITE as the title because 
the music harnessed the healing potential of the sound and 
color frequencies of the electro-magnetic spectrum. 

Since this album made its debut, it has traveled 
the world and reached millions of people 
from all walks of life, far beyond what I ever 
imagined. In the new millennium, it was time to 
re-christen this album with its original, and more 
appropriate and descriptive title, CHAKRA SUITE.

This edition showcases a new generation of instruments and exquisite 
ethereal textures that inspired me to explore additional dimensions of 
sound healing in combination with the classic solo version.



Receiving, Researching and Recording the Music

For years, when I played this music for meditation groups, 
Unity and Science of Mind Churches, and holistic health 
conferences, people always asked me for a tape of the 
music. Finally, in late 1974, I hooked up with one of the first 
independent recording studios and record pressing plants.  I 
went into the studio on January 4, 1975, and recorded most of 
Chakra Suite in one day! Without planning to, I became the first 
New Age / indie record label.

Kirlian photograph of index finger. Elapsed time: one minute.  
Red indicates stress and dis-ease.  

The balanced rose-pink image is characteristic of healing and deep alpha 
brainwave activity. Photos ©1972 Psychotronic Research Institute.

When we’re stressed, our aura is in the red zone; when we relax, we shift 
into the blue/violet range. Elapsed time: one minute.

Full body aura field photos courtesy of AuraVideo Station ©1999.  
For more information, visit www.aurashop.com
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Chakra Suite: Healing Music for Body, Mind & Soul

This recording highlights the primordial power of pure tone, 
and an evolutionary/revolutionary approach to composing. The 
exquisite keyboard you hear is the legendary Rhodes electric 
piano, a healing instrument designed by Harold Rhodes. Its 
sound matched the sound I had been hearing inside my head 
during meditation and in dreams.  

What you won’t hear are recognizable melodies, familiar 
chord progressions or a continuous rhythm, as is found in most 
music. Indeed, it was precisely because of the unique approach 
to tonal composition that you are able to respond in a more 
healing and intuitive, rather than intellectual, manner.

Unlike most music, there is no conscious or subconscious 
destination; the music doesn’t have to go anywhere or do 
anything. Rather, it reminds us that we are  human be-ings…
not human do-ings. CHAKRA SUITE allows you to be in the 
moment…becoming one with the music…and with the stillness 
and peace that lies beyond sound.

Listen as background, and you’ll notice that you are breathing 
more slowly and deeply, and feeling lighter and more relaxed. 

Listen meditatively, especially with headphones, and you’ll 
become aware of the intricate interweavings of the overtones 
and the space between the tones. It produces an extraordinary 
psycho-acoustic effect that you can feel spiraling up your spine 
and moving inside your head.



Produced by Steven Halpern
Steven Halpern: Rhodes electric piano & additional keyboards
All Compositions © 2010 Open Channel Sound Company (BMI) 
q1975, 1985, 2010 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music®

All Rights Reserved. Copying more than one song from this CD for friends  
is prohibited by Federal law. Plus, it’s better karma to have them get their 

own legal copy from us or their favorite retailer or online vendor. We thank 
you for your support and integrity.

Original analog recording 4 January 1975 (released as SPECTRUM SUITE)  
David Porter: Recording Engineer/ The Music Annex

Chakra Suite (Analog re-recording with Dolby SR®)  4 January 1985  
Roger Wiersema: Recording Engineer/ The Music Annex

CHAKRA SUITE 3.0 (recorded 4 January 2010)  
Banquet Sound Studios, Santa Rosa, CA

Recording Engineer & CD Mastering: Warren Dennis Kahn

Cover Art: © 2003 Solomon Faber & Steven Halpern
Special thanks to: Pythagoras, Edgar Cayce, Gurdjieff, Hazrat Inayat Khan, 

Harold Rhodes, John Coltrane, Itzhak Bentov, Herbert Benson MD, J.J. Hur-
tak, C. Norman Shealy MD, Marcel Vogel Ph.D., Jean Houston, Jack Schwarz, 
Stanley Krippner, Shirley MacLaine, Hans Jenny, John Bradshaw, Starr Fuen-

tes, Dannion Brinkley and my angelic co-composers.

11. Harmonic Convergence 05:00      
12. Rainbows of Life  03:20      
13. Ascension   05:30      
14. 1st Chakra C 3.0  03:03      
15. 2nd Chakra D 3.0  03:20      
16. 3rd Chakra E 3.0  03:04      
17. 4th Chakra F 3.0  03:17      
18. 5th Chakra G 3.0  03:09      
19. 6th Chakra A 3.0  03:45      
20. 7th Chakra B 3.0  04:44 

1. 1st Chakra C  02:52
2. 2nd Chakra D  03:12
3. 3rd Chakra E  02:59
4. 4th Chakra F  03:10
5. 5th Chakra G  03:03
6. 6th Chakra A  03:40
7. 7th Chakra B  04:35
8. Eternally   03:30      
9. Chakra Angels  03:12
10. Earthrise  02:57
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Nurture your body, mind and spirit with Steven’s best-selling albums:

Listen to audio samples at StevenHalpern.com



The Original and #1 Best-Selling Chakra Healing Album!
Tunes and Balances Chakras, evokes Alpha and Theta brainwaves! 
  H 40th Anniversary (1975-2015)  H Over 750,000 sold worldwide!

According to ancient spiritual traditions and energy medicine, balancing 
the chakras nurtures your body, mind and spirit. You’ll feel more at peace, 
think more clearly, and fall asleep more easily.

Using the power of sound, each of the 7 chakras is resonated by the 
corresponding 7 keynotes of the musical octave. Within seconds,  
your brainwaves automatically shift into the relaxing and healing  
alpha and theta range. 

You can feel the silky, luminous tones of Halpern’s iconic Rhodes electric 
piano move up your chakras. Listen mindfully, with intention and focused 
attention, and the music transports you into the “inner peace zone.”

CHAKRA SUITE is also used worldwide in destination spas, therapeutic 
massage, yoga classes and a wide range of healing modalities.

STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® 
nominated and BILLBOARD charting 
recording artist, composer, researcher and 
visionary sound healer. 
StevenHalpern.com

© 2010 Open Channel Sound Company (BMI).  q1975, 1985, 2010 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music® Meditation / Healing


